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Abstract
We consider the invariant measure for ﬁnite systems of interacting branching diffusions with
immigrations. We use Malliavin calculus in order to show that the intensity measure of the
invariant measure admits a density which is continuous, one times partially differentiable and
bounded provided the immigration measure is absolute continuous.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider ﬁnite systems of interacting branching diffusions with
immigrations. The rough description of such a particle system is as follows: Every
particle lives in Rd : l40 coexisting particles move in space according to a ld-
dimensional diffusion path x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞ; where x is solution of the stochastic
differential equation dxit ¼ sðxit; xtÞ dW it þ bðxit; xtÞ dt; 1pipl: Here, W 1;y; W l are
l independent m-dimensional Brownian motions.
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Every particle is killed at a certain time t and—just before death—gives rise to a
random number N of offspring. The killing time t is exponentially distributed with
parameter k; and N ¼ k with k ¼ 0 or 2 with probability pk; k ¼ 0; 2: Both k and the
reproduction law ðpkÞk¼0;2 depend on the position of the particle in space and on the
conﬁguration of coexisting particles. We suppose that the branching mechanism is
uniformly strictly sub-critical, i.e. the mean number of offspring particles is strictly
less than 1. The offspring particles then move and die as their parents did. Moreover,
immigration of new particles occurs at a constant rate c40; and the immigrating
particle (one at each immigration moment) is distributed in space according to a
given measure pðdxÞ on Rd : We call such a process branching diffusion with
immigrations. For inﬁnite systems of branching diffusions and the relations with
superprocesses, see [10,27] and the references therein. For classical branching
processes without spatial behaviour, we refer the reader to [1].
A branching diffusion with immigration can be modelled as Markov process Z
taking values in the space of all possible conﬁgurations S ¼ SlX0 Rdl ; having ca`dla`g
paths, see [17]. Under our assumption of strict subcritical branching, Z is ergodic,
having an invariant measure m on S: We call intensity measure of m on Rd the
measure %m on ðRd ;BðRdÞÞ; deﬁned by
%mðAÞ :¼
Z
S
xðAÞmðdxÞ for AABðRdÞ;
where for every conﬁguration x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞ with l40; xðAÞ :¼Pli¼11AðxiÞ is the
number of particles of the conﬁguration x which belong to A: For x ¼ D with D the
void conﬁguration, let DðAÞ ¼ 0: The aim of this paper is to show that under suitable
assumptions, %m is absolute continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Rd
and to study the regularity of its Lebesgue density. Interest for this study arises when
one wishes to treat statistical problems for branching diffusions, see [11]: There, we
construct estimators for the unknown branching rate. The limit theorems that are
involved use the intensity measure %m: One essential point is that we know that %m
admits a continuous Lebesgue density at the point where we wish to estimate.
The program described above has already been achieved in the non-interactive
case, see [18]. Here, ‘‘non-interactive’’ means that all particles move and branch
independently. In this case, one can prove that %m satisﬁes the following balance
equation
ðA  kð1 RÞÞ %m ¼ cp; ð1Þ
where A is the formal adjoint of the inﬁnitesimal generator of the diffusion driving
every particle’s motion, RðxÞ ¼ 2p2ðxÞ is the reproduction mean and where p is the
immigration measure. Equations of this kind have been thoroughly studied by
analysts, and Ho¨rmander’s theorem gives conditions for the existence of a smooth
Lebesgue density of %m (see [12]).
In the case of interacting branching diffusions, (1) still holds true, but now the
coefﬁcients of A are not the coefﬁcients b and s; but the integral of b and s with
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respect to the Palm kernel associated to the invariant measure (see Appendix B and
(B.4) for details). As a consequence, the new coefﬁcients are only measurable and
bounded, even if the initial b and s were smooth. Since Eq. (1) is not in divergence
form, and since the coefﬁcients are only measurable, only a few facts are known from
analysis, and only in quite special cases which are not applicable here (see the remark
after Proposition B.1). As a consequence, we cannot directly use the equation in
order to tackle our problem. So we go back to the particle system and use its speciﬁc
structure. Note that in the driving diffusion process of the particle system, all
coefﬁcients are smooth. So we can and we do use Malliavin calculus (cf. [20,21]) in
order to attack the problem.
The following is the approach of this paper: Write Tn; nX0; for the successive
jump times of the branching particle process. Our strategy is to consider the process
between two successive entries into the void conﬁguration and then to split the time
into intervals ½½Tn; Tnþ1½½ with no branching or immigration events. In these intervals,
the number of particles is constant. This leads us to the investigation of occupation
times of the diffusion of l particles during ½½Tn; Tnþ1½½: The occupation time of the
killed diffusion is just the resolvent of the ld-dimensional diffusion, and it is well-
known (see [2,4,12,20]), that under very mild non-degeneracy conditions (general
Ho¨rmander condition), the resolvent has a density with respect to the Lebesgue
measure, which is CN outside the diagonal but blows up on the diagonal. Usually,
such a blow up can be balanced if the initial position is random, according to an
absolute continuous probability measure. But at jump times, the particle
conﬁguration will never be absolute continuous, since branching events where the
dying particle is replaced at its position by two offspring particles create Lebesgue
singular parts. This is one the problems we have to face. Moreover, we have to sum
up all contributions coming from different time intervals ½½Tn; Tnþ1½½ in the process.
This implies that we have to control uniform convergence in n of terms coming from
½½Tn; Tnþ1½½: A further problem—which is a major problem—comes from the fact that
at jump times Tn; the number of particles, i.e. the dimension of the diffusion,
changes. Usually, Malliavin calculus is used in situations of a ﬁxed dimension. In our
situation however, the dimension is random. In this sense, we are almost in the case
of an inﬁnite dimension. Therefore, it is important to control the dependence on the
dimension of all constants appearing in Malliavin’s calculus.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of
the model. Section 3 deals with the invariant measure of the particle system and with
its intensity measure %m: We relate %m to the resolvent of ld-dimensional diffusions
during one time interval ½½Tn; Tnþ1½½ (Section 3.1). An immediate corollary of known
results on the resolvent is Proposition 3.1 which afﬁrms the existence of a Lebesgue
density for %m but says nothing about the smoothness of this density. In Section 3.2,
we give the rough ideas for proving smoothness of the Lebesgue density of %m using
Malliavin calculus without going into the technical details (these are shifted to
Section 4). Finally, Section 3.3 gives the precise conditions on drift and diffusion
coefﬁcients that we need in order to prove our results. These assumptions are
satisﬁed in particular for interactions of the mean ﬁeld type. We recall Malliavin’s
integration by parts formula in Section 4.1. A ﬁrst important result is Theorem 4.1
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which deals with the dependence of the constants in the integration by parts formula
on the dimension. Under our assumptions on drift and diffusion coefﬁcient, the
constants in the integration by parts formula depend only polynomially on the
dimension. In Section 4.2, Proposition 4.1 then shows the following: At jump times
of the process, the law of the position of every particle in the conﬁguration admits a
continuous and bounded Lebesgue density—in spite the fact mentioned above that
the law of the whole conﬁguration is not absolute continuous. This is an important
tool for the proof of the main Theorem 4.2: The intensity measure %m admits a
continuous and bounded Lebesgue density which is one times partially differentiable.
In particular, solutions in dimension one are in C1b : We close Section 4 with a large
deviations type result on exponential decay of the probability that at time Tn; the
conﬁguration has not yet returned to the void conﬁguration. This is proved in
Section 4.4. The proof of the ﬁrst main Theorem 4.1—rather technical—is shifted to
Sections A.1–A.3 of Appendix A. Finally, in Appendix B, we derive Eq. (1) in its
generalised form for %m and make some remarks on related analytical results.
2. Branching diffusions with immigration
We consider ﬁnite systems of particles living in Rd : Write S ¼ SlX0 Rdl for the
space of all ﬁnite ordered conﬁgurations of particles in Rd ; R0 :¼ fDg; where D is the
void conﬁguration. We denote elements of S by x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞ; with lðxÞ ¼ l the
length of a conﬁguration. Consider a stochastic process Z ¼ ðZtÞtX0 taking values in
S; whose paths are piecewise continuous Rdl-valued functions, for varying lAN0:
Our assumptions are the following:
1. During the random lifetime of an l-particle conﬁguration x ¼ ðx1;yxlÞ; each
particle xi belonging to it travels in Rd according to a solution x of a SDE, given by
dxit ¼ blðxit; xtÞ dt þ slðxit; xtÞ dWit ; 1pipl: ð2Þ
Here W 1;y; W l are independent m-dimensional standard Brownian motions,
with mXd: We suppose that each blACNb ðRd 
 Rdl ;RdÞ; slACNb ðRd 
 Rdl ;Rd
mÞ:1
We will write bl :¼ ðb1l ;y; bdl Þ and sl ¼ ððslÞk;jÞ1pkpd;1pjpm: Sometimes, we omit
the index denoting the dimension and write b ¼ bl ; s ¼ sl : Also, we shall write
xðlÞ ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞ in order to indicate the dimension.
2. Particles branch at a branching rate k ¼ kl according to a binary reproduction
law p ¼ pl :2 Both k and p depend on the position of the particle and on the
conﬁguration of coexisting particles. More precisely:
(a) A particle which belongs to a conﬁguration x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞARdl and which is
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situated in position xi at time t will die during t; t þ h with probability
kðxi; xÞh þ oðhÞ; as h-0: The function kð:; :Þ is CNb in both variables, bounded
and bounded away from zero uniformly in l : 0oapkð:; :ÞpboN:
(b) At its death time the particle is replaced at its position by k offspring particles,
k ¼ 0; 2; with probability pkðxi; xÞ:
(c) The offspring particles then start their motion according to (2) and branch
again after position and conﬁguration-dependent killing.
3. New particles (one at each time) enter the population at constant rate c40: Each
immigrant chooses his position in space according to an immigration law pðdxÞ;
where pðdxÞ is a probability law on Rd :
Assumption H1. We suppose that p is continuous in its space and in its conﬁguration
variable. Moreover, the branching is strictly subcritical: there exists an upper bound
%p2o12 such that
for all l40; x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞARdl ; 1pipl; p2ðxi; xÞp %p2:
Assumption H2. We suppose that pðdxÞ ¼ rðxÞ dx with rACbðRdÞ:
By Lo¨cherbach [17], there is a closed subset O of the Skorokhod space DðRþ; SÞ;
Oa|; such that all trajectories oAO have only jumps of immigration type and of
branching type. Write Z; ZtðoÞ ¼ oðtÞ; tX0; oAO; for the canonical process on O: O
is endowed with its Borel s-ﬁeld A and with the canonical ﬁltration F ¼ ðFtÞtX0
where Ft ¼
T
r4t sfZs : 0psprg: There is a unique probability law Qx on ðO;A; FÞ
such that under Qx; the canonical Z is strongly Markov with initial conﬁguration x
a.s., with a sequence of successive jump times ðTnÞn: We call this process Z on
ðO;A; F; QxÞ a branching diffusion with immigration, with initial conﬁguration x:
We write Ex for the expectation with respect to Qx: Moreover, we write ln for the
number of particles at time Tn:
3. Invariant measure
Due to the assumptions on k and on p in H1, the branching diffusion pro-
cesses considered here are ergodic and admit the void conﬁguration D (i.e. the
conﬁguration containing no particles) as a recurrent point (see for instance [19]).
We denote by R1; R2;y the successive entry times to the void conﬁguration,
R0  0; R :¼ R1: The unique invariant probability for Z under Q :¼ Qx is m
given by
mðFÞ ¼ 1
EDðRÞED
Z R
0
1F ðZsÞ ds
 
; FABðSÞ; ð3Þ
where BðSÞ denotes the Borel s-ﬁeld on the conﬁguration space S:
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Interpreting a conﬁguration xAS as a measure on ðRd ;BðRdÞÞ; with BðRdÞ the
Borel s-ﬁeld on Rd ; we write xðBÞ :¼PlðxÞi¼11BðxiÞ for the number of points of x
belonging to BABðRdÞ: For the void conﬁguration, put DðBÞ :¼ 0: For a function
f :Rd-R; we denote by %f :-R the function deﬁned by
%fðxÞ :¼
Xl
i¼1
f ðxiÞ; if x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞ; %fðDÞ :¼ 0: ð4Þ
We deﬁne a measure
%mðBÞ ¼
Z
S
xðBÞmðdxÞ ¼ 1
EDðRÞ ED
Z R
0
ZsðBÞ ds
 
; BABðRdÞ: ð5Þ
This is—up to norming—the expected amount of time visited in B by all particles
whose life span is contained in one ﬁxed life cycle of Z: We call %m the intensity
measure of m on ðRd ;BðRdÞÞ. Under our assumptions, %m is a ﬁnite measure (see for
instance [11, Example 2.1, Theorem 4]. See also Section 4.4 below.)
Remark. Interest for %m arises when one wishes to treat statistical problems as the
estimation of the branching rate or similar questions, see [11].
3.1. An explicit density for %m
We will use probabilistic techniques—the Malliavin calculus—in order to show the
existence and the smoothness of a Lebesgue density of %m: Here, the existence of a
density for %m is a direct consequence of the existence of densities for resolvents. For
that sake, we have to make a condition of non-degeneracy:
Assumption H3. We suppose that uniform ellipticity holds, i.e. there exists b40 such
that:
For all l40; xARdl ; zARd ; 1pipl; /alðxi; xÞz; zSXb/z; zS: ð6Þ
Here, al :¼ slðslÞ and /:; :S denotes the inner product in Rd :
Extend deﬁnition (4) to functions f :Rd 
 S-R: Let %f : S-R be the function
deﬁned by
%fðxÞ :¼
Xl
i¼1
f ðxi; xÞ; if x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞ; %fðDÞ :¼ 0:
Put
aðxÞ :¼ c þ %kðxÞ; xAS: ð7Þ
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We shall write Ral for the generalised resolvent of the l-particle system killed at rate a:
Ral ðx; dyÞ :¼
Z N
0
Ex e

R t
0
aððx1s ;y;xlsÞÞ dsdðx1t ;y;xltÞðdyÞ
 
dt; x; yARdl ; ð8Þ
where ðx1;y; xlÞ follows the l-point motion of (2). Note that Ral is a transition kernel
Rdl-Rdl : Then we know (see e.g. [4]), that under condition H3,
Ral ðx; dyÞ admits a Lebesgue density pal ðx; yÞ on Rdl
which is smooth outside the diagonal.3 Write for xARdl and vARd ;
nðx; vÞ :¼
Xl
k¼1
Z
Rdðl1Þ
dyˆkpal ðx; ðy1;y; yk1; v; ykþ1;y; ylÞÞ; ð9Þ
where dyˆk :¼ dy1ydyk1dykþ1ydyl :
Proposition 3.1. Under H1–H3; %m admits a Lebesgue density u which is given by
uðvÞ ¼ 1
EDðRÞ
X
kX1
EDð1fTkoRgnðZTk ; vÞÞ; vARd : ð10Þ
Here, Tk are the successive jump times of the branching diffusion with
immigration as deﬁned in Section 2.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let f :Rd-Rþ: We consider the process between
successive jump times Tn and Tnþ1: Then
%mð f Þ ¼ 1
EDðRÞ
X
nX1
ED 1fTnoRg
Z Tnþ1
Tn
%fðZsÞ ds
 
: ð11Þ
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But on ½½Tn; Tnþ1½½; Z evolves like an l-point motion of (2), killed at rate a: As a
consequence, conditionally on ZTn ;
ED 1fTnoRg
Z Tnþ1
Tn
%fðZsÞ ds
 
¼ EDð1fTnoRgRalnðZTn ; %f ÞÞ
¼ ED 1fTnoRg
Z
Rdln
dy1ydyln %fðyÞpalnðZTn ; yÞ
 
¼
Z
Rd
f ðxÞ dx ED 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z
Rdðln1Þ
dyˆk
 (

 paln ZTn ; y1;y; yk1; x; ykþ1;y; yln
 !)
;
since %fðyÞ ¼Pkf ðykÞ: &
3.2. Regularity of u—probabilistic approach
Have a closer look at (9) and (10): v/pal ðx; ðy1;y; yk1; v; ykþ1;y; ylÞÞ is
continuous in vaxk; but blows up for v-xk: Moreover, the integration dyˆk in (9)
introduces the (technical) problem that we get too near to the diagonal where the
density pal of the resolvent blows up. So from (9), the smoothness properties of nðx; vÞ
in v are not immediately clear. A second problem comes from the fact that in (10), we
have to sum up contributions coming from time intervals ½½Tn; Tnþ1½½: So, in a second
step one has to control the convergence of the series
P
n in a sufﬁciently strong sense.
Actually, we will show that this series converges uniformly.
Our strategy to overcome both problems is the following: Write formally
uðvÞ ¼ 1
EDðRÞ
X
nX1
ED 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z Tnþ1
Tn
dvðZks Þ ds
 !
¼ 1
EDðRÞ
X
nX1
ED 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z N
0
EZTn e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dsdvðxkt Þ
 
dt
 !
;
where the last equation is obtained by conditioning on FTn : Here, x
k is the kth
component of the diffusion x ¼ ðx1;y; xlnÞ:
If we assume that the diffusion process x is not degenerated (see Assumption H3
above), we may use Malliavin calculus in order to integrate by parts and obtain
EZTn e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dsdvðxkt Þ
 
¼ EZTn ½1½v;N½ðxkt ÞH; ð12Þ
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where 1½v;N½ is a primitive of dv and H ¼ Ht a random variable which is known
explicitly. Note that the integration by parts is based on xk only. But H will involve
derivatives of all the components xi; 1pipln: This is because the components are
interacting. So, under uniform ellipticity, Lp-norms of H are controlled by CðlnÞ 
td=2; where CðlnÞ is a constant that depends on the number ln of particles. The
control of this dependence is a speciﬁc difﬁculty in our context.
Using a maximal inequality, one gets the following upper bound for (12):
EZTn ½1½v;N½ðxkt ÞHpCðlnÞtd=2e
K0
t
jjZk
Tn
vjj2 : ð13Þ
This term has to be integrated over tA½0;N½ (we are interested in occupation time
densities). It is evident that there will be a problem for t-0: If vaZkTn then there is no
problem since the exponential term kills the td=2-term. But if v ¼ ZkTn ; then we are in
trouble. This is exactly the problem of blow up on the diagonal of the density of the
resolvent.
However, we will show (see Proposition 4.1 below) that each position ZkTn admits a
continuous and bounded Lebesgue density. Hence, vaZkTn almost surely.
4
We make a second comment on (13) concerning the interaction. The interaction is
present in the term on the left-hand side of (13) which depends on the whole
conﬁguration x; by means of H—see also (12)—and on the whole initial
conﬁguration ZTn : But the bound on the right-hand side of (13) depends on the
position ZkTn only. So in some sense, inequality (13) helps us to get rid of the
interactions and to reduce the problem to the behaviour of one single particle.
Finally, let us mention another problem: Note that in (13), the constant CðlnÞ
depends on the dimension—i.e. of the number of particles at time Tn: This number
varies and is in fact unbounded. Therefore, the dimension of the underlying diffusion
changes. This makes it necessary to get a precise control of the constants CðlnÞ
arising in Malliavin calculus. This is a rather technical question and demands some
extra conditions on the coefﬁcients which are involved in the system.
3.3. Conditions on drift and diffusion coefficient
We precise the conditions on the coefﬁcients which are involved in the system:
drift and diffusion coefﬁcient. These conditions are expressed in terms of the
operator norms of arbitrary derivatives of b and s: We use these operator norms
since operator norms do not depend too much on the underlying dimension.
Roughly speaking, the condition we impose is that all operator norms are bounded
uniformly in the dimension. This condition is in particular satisﬁed in the case of
mean ﬁeld interaction.
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Now we give the precise form of the condition: Fix l: We want to rewrite Eq. (2)—
which is expressed in terms of the l particles within the system—in terms of the whole
ld-dimensional diffusion Xt ¼ ðX 1t ;y; X ldt Þ :¼ ðx1t ;y; xltÞ: We start by the following
notation: For 1pipld; write i ¼ kd þ n; where k and n are unique satisfying
k ¼ 0;y; l  1; n ¼ 1;y; d: So i corresponds to the nth coordinate of the k þ 1th
particle in the system: X it ¼ ðxkþ1t Þn: Put for x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞARdl ;
b˜ilðxÞ ¼ b˜iðxÞ :¼ bnl ðxkþ1; xÞAR: the drift seen by X i: ð14Þ
This deﬁnes a function b˜ :Rdl-Rdl : Moreover, we put (with the above notations)
B0ðiÞ :¼ fkm þ 1;y; km þ mg:
Let W i ¼ ððW iÞ1;y; ðW iÞmÞ for every 1pipl: For jAf1;y; lmg; put j ¼ k˜m þ n˜;
k˜ ¼ 0;y; l  1 and n˜ ¼ 1;y; m; and let
W˜ j :¼ ðW k˜þ1Þn˜ and W˜ :¼ ðW˜1;y; W˜lmÞ:
Note that the motion of the particle i is driven by the Brownian motions W˜ j for
jAB0ðiÞ: Hence, let *s ¼ ð *si;jÞ1pipld;1pjplm :Rdl-Rld
lm be given by
*si;jl ðxÞ ¼ *si;jðxÞ :¼
0 if jeB0ðiÞ;
ðslÞn; jkmðxkþ1; xÞ if jAB0ðiÞ:
(
ð15Þ
Let *s j; 1pjpld; be the jth line of *s and *sj ; 1pjplm; be the jth column of *s: Then
we obtain
dX
j
t ¼ b˜ jðXtÞ dt þ *s jðXtÞ dW˜t; 1pjpld:
Finally we will also need the functions
%biðxÞ ¼ b˜iðxÞ 
Xlm
j¼1
Xld
k¼1
@ *si;j
@xk
ðxÞ *sk;jðxÞ:
We are now able to give the precise form of our conditions:
Assumption H4. For all 1pjplm; for all n; write Dn *sj for
@n *si;j
@xk1y@xkn
 
1pi;k1;y;knpld
:
We suppose that for all n there is a constant Cn independent of l such that the
operator norm of the n-linear form
P
jD
n *sjðxÞ is bounded by Cn; uniformly in x; in
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the following sense: For all y1;y; ynARdl ; for all xARdl ;
Xlm
j¼1
Xld
i¼1
Xld
k1¼1
y
Xld
kn¼1
@n *si;j
@xk1y@xkn
ðxÞyk11 yyknn
 !2
pC2n  jjy1jj2 ?  jjynjj2;
where yik is the ith component of yk:
Remark. Note that the preceding assumption implies that jjðslÞ j;kjj2NpC20
independently of j; k and of l:5
Assumption H5. For all l and n; there exists some constant Cn independent of l such
that the operator norm of the n-linear forms Dnb˜lðxÞ and of Dn %bðxÞ are bounded by
Cn; uniformly in xARdl :
Remark. The preceding assumption implies that jjbkl jjNpC0 for all 1pkpd;
independently of l:6
We ﬁnally make the following assumption.
Assumption H6. Suppose that for all n; l and all 1pipld; 1pkplm; there exists a
constant Cn that does not depend on l; such that
sup
x
Xld
k1¼1
Xld
k2¼1
y
Xld
kn¼1
@nb˜il
@xk1y@xkn
ðxÞ

pCn ð16Þ
and
sup
x
Xld
k1¼1
Xld
k2¼1
y
Xld
kn¼1
@n *si;kl
@xk1y@xkn
ðxÞ

pCn  1kAB0ðiÞ: ð17Þ
Example (Mean ﬁeld interaction). Suppose for simplicity that d ¼ m ¼ 1: For f and
hACNb ðRÞ; pose
b˜lðxi; xÞ ¼ 1
l
X
kai
f ðxi  xkÞ and *si; jl ðxÞ ¼
1
l
X
kai
hðxi  xkÞ1j¼i:
Then it is easy to check that Assumptions H4–H6 hold.
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6 jjbkl jjN :¼ supxARdl sup1pipl jbkl ðxi; xÞj:
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4. Continuity of the density of %m
Now we attack the question of smoothness of u in a mathematically precise way:
Proposition 3.1 ensures the existence of a Lebesgue density u of %m but not its
regularity. One main problem that will be encountered when proving regularity of u
is the blow up of the density of the resolvent on the diagonal. In addition to this fact,
we have to face the problem that branching events where the dying particle is
replaced at its position by two offspring particles introduce a further singularity.
Roughly speaking, both problems are balanced by two sources of smoothness: The
ﬁrst source is the absolute continuous immigration with continuous immigration
density. The second source is the uniform ellipticity condition H3.
Remarks on uniform ellipticity. (1) Recall the deﬁnition of *s in (15). Write a˜ :¼ *s *s:
Note that a˜ is of block diagonal structure. Then H3 implies that for x; zARdl ;
/a˜ðxÞz; zSXbjjzjj2:
(2) Why uniform ellipticity? Of course, this condition is much stronger than the
general Ho¨rmander condition mentioned above. Roughly speaking, we need it
uniformly since the ﬂow underlying the particle process can take us everywhere in
space during one life cycle of the process. The ellipticity, on the other hand, allows us
to compare transition densities as in (12) to the transition density of one single
particle following a Brownian motion (see (13)) and thus to get rid of the
interactions.
Fix l: For a function f :Rdl-R and xARld ; let
Pltf ðxÞ :¼ Ex f ððx1t ;y; xltÞÞe
R t
0
aððx1s ;y;xlsÞÞ ds
 
be the transition kernel of the killed diffusion (recall the deﬁnition of a in (7)).
Sometimes we will omit the indication of the dimension l and simply write Pt if the
dimension l is clear from the context.
4.1. Malliavin’s integration by parts formula
In order to derive some regularity of the density u; our strategy is to consider the
branching diffusion process between successive jump events, i.e. during time
intervals with no branching and immigration events. In these intervals, the number
of particles is constant, and all we see, is the diffusion process killed at the rate a:
More precisely, let x be the diffusion of (2). Take a function f :Rd-R and g a
primitive of f ; i.e.
@dg
@y1y@yd
¼ f :
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We want to investigate %mð f Þ: Conditioning on FTn in (11), we obtain
%mð f Þ ¼ 1
EDðRÞ
X
nX1
ED 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
EZTn
Z N
0
e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dsf ðxkt Þ dt
  !
:
Write Gt :¼ e
R t
0
aðxsÞ ds and E :¼ EZTn for the expectation with respect to the diffusion
path, starting from the initial conﬁguration ZTn : Hence we have to investigate
E½ f ðxkt Þ  Gt; for some 1pkpl: (Here, l ¼ ln the number of particles at time Tn:) In
the sequel, using a Markov argument, it will become clear, that it is sufﬁcient to
investigate this for values of tp1: Write as before Xt ¼ ðX 1t ;y; X ldt Þ ¼ ðx1t ;y; xltÞ:
Hence we have to evaluate
Eð f ðxkt Þ  GtÞ ¼ Eð f ðX ðk1Þdþ1t ; X ðk1Þdþ2t ;y; X ðk1Þdþdt Þ  GtÞ:
Note that this involves only the component xk of the whole process.
Write k˜ :¼ k  1: Denote by D the Malliavin derivation operator, by L the
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator (see [22]), and let Gt be the inverse of the Malliavin
covariance matrix of Xt; see Section A.1 for the details. Then by the integration by
parts formula (see [13, Section V-9]), we have
Eð f ðX k˜dþ1t ; X k˜dþ2t ;y; X k˜dþdt Þ  GtÞ
¼ EðgðX k˜dþ1t ; X k˜dþ2t ;y; X k˜dþdt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðXt; GtÞÞ; ð18Þ
where Hðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðXt; GtÞ is deﬁned recursively as follows:
HiðXt; GtÞ ¼ 
Xld
j¼1
½Gt/DGi;jt ; DX jt SL2ð0;tÞ þ Gi;jt /DGt; DX jt SL2ð0;tÞ þ Gi;jt GtLX jt 
and
Hðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðXt; GtÞ :¼ Hk˜dþdðXt; Hðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþd1ÞðXt; GtÞÞ:
We have to control the constants arising in the integration by parts formula. As we
will see below, it sufﬁces to do this for Gt  1: The following theorem assures that the
expression jjHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðXt; 1Þjjp depends only polynomially on the dimension l:
Theorem 4.1. Under H3–H6; for tp1; writing k˜ :¼ k  1; we have
jjHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðXt; 1ÞjjppPðlÞ  td=2;
where P is polynomial, increasing in l:
Proof. The proof is rather technical and shifted to Section A.2. &
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4.2. Existence of continuous and bounded marginal densities at every moment Tn
As argued before, the law of the process at branching times is not absolute
continuous. However, the marginals of ZTn are absolute continuous and admit even a
density which is bounded and continuous.
In the following, E will always stand for ED; if not otherwise indicated.
Proposition 4.1. Under H1–H6; for every nX1 and k; LðZkTn jZ0 ¼ DÞ admits a
continuous and bounded Lebesgue density gkn :
Proof. The assertion will be shown inductively in n: Fix some vARd : We want to
evaluate the marginal density at the point v:
(0) The assertion is clear for n ¼ 1 since ZT1BrðxÞ dx; with r the immigration
density.
(1) Suppose we are given the distribution of particles at time Tn: LðZTn jZ0 ¼ DÞ;
having continuous and bounded marginal densities gkn : We ﬁrst want to derive
continuity and boundedness for the marginal densities of ZTnþ1; the conﬁguration
of particles just before the next jump. Take smooth functions rd such that
rdðxÞ dx-dvðdxÞ as d-0: Then the density gknþ1 of ZkTnþ1 is given by
gknþ1ðvÞ ¼ limd-0 E½rdðZ
k
Tnþ1Þ
¼ lim
d-0
E EZTn
Z N
0
e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dsaðxtÞrdðxkt Þ dt
  
:
Note that here x ¼ xðlnÞ is the diffusion in dimension ln: Let Gt :¼ expð
R t
0 aðxsÞ dsÞ 
aðxtÞ: We cut the time interval ½0;N½ into two pieces ½0; e and e;N½; for some
14e40: Then we have to consider
E
Z e
0
EZTn ðGt  rdðxkt ÞÞ dt
 
þ E EZTn
Z N
e
Gt  rdðxkt Þ dt
  
: ð19Þ
The second expression will be treated in point (5) below. On the ﬁrst interval ½0; e;
we use Malliavin’s integration by parts formula. We work on ZTn ¼ x ¼
ðx1;y; xlÞARdl : Write xk ¼ ððxkÞ1;y; ðxkÞdÞ: Since ZkTnBgknðyÞ dy; we may assume
that v jaðxkÞ j for all 1pjpd: We suppose w.l.o.g. that v j4ðxkÞ j for all j: Take a
primitive *rd of rd:
@d
@y1y@yd
*rdðyÞ ¼ rdðyÞ; yARd ;
in such a way that for yARd ;
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lim
d-0
*rdðyÞ ¼
Y
j
1½v j ;N½ðy jÞ ¼: 1½v;N½ðyÞ: ð20Þ
7Then, by Malliavin’s integration by parts formula, with k˜ ¼ k  1; on ZTn ¼ x;Z e
0
Ex½Gt  rdðxkt Þ dt ¼
Z e
0
Ex½ *rdðxkt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; GtÞ dt
-
Z e
0
Ex½1½v;N½ðxkt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; GtÞ dt; ð21Þ
as d-0:8 Here, Hðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; GtÞ is given explicitly in Section 4.1 above.
Now, v/1½v;N½ðxkt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; GtÞ is continuous in v almost surely since
xktav almost surely for all tX0: In order to show that this continuity persists after
expectation and integration dt and that the passage to the limit in (21) is justiﬁed, we
use dominated convergence: Let vn-vN: Again, suppose w.l.o.g. that v
j
N4ðxkÞ j for
all j: Take e40 sufﬁciently small such that also v jN  e4ðxkÞ j for all j: Write v j :¼
v jN  e and xkt ¼ ððxkt Þ1;y; ðxkt ÞdÞ: Then for nXn0ðeÞ;Y
j
1½v jn ;N½ððx
k
t Þ jÞp
Y
j
1½v jNe;N½ððx
k
t Þ jÞ ¼
Y
j
1½v j ;N½ððxkt Þ jÞ ¼: 1½v;N½ðxkt Þ; ð22Þ
hence
1½vn;N½ðxkt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; GtÞp1½v;N½ðxkt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; GtÞ;
and if sufﬁces to show that the term on the right-hand side above is integrable.
(2) Note that Gtpðbl þ cÞ; where b is the upper bound for the branching rate k;
see Section 2. Since we are only interested in upper bounds, it is sufﬁcient to consider
in (21) Z e
0
Ex½Gt  rdðxkt Þ dtpðbl þ cÞ
Z e
0
Ex½rdðxkt Þ dt:
Hence, it sufﬁces to consider
ðbl þ cÞ  jjHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; 1Þjj2pPðlÞ  td=2  ðbl þ cÞ;
since jjHkðxt; 1Þjj2pPðlÞ  td=2 by Theorem 4.1, where PðlÞ is polynomial in l:
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7 If we do not have v j4ðxkÞ j for all j; then write J ¼ Jðxk; vÞ :¼ f1pjpd : v j4ðxkÞ jg; Jc ¼
f1pjpd : v joðxkÞ jg and take a primitive *rd of rd such that for yARd ; limd-0 *rdðyÞ ¼Q
jAJ 1½v j ;N½ðy jÞ
Q
jeJ ð1N;v j Þðy jÞ: Then everything works completely analogous.
8Note that this convergence d-0 has to be justiﬁed by dominated convergence which will be done
below.
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(3) It remains to consider Exð1½v;N½ðxkt ÞÞ; for v j4ðxkÞ j for all j: For this term we
have the upper bound
ðExð1½v;N½ðxkt ÞÞÞ1=2p
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
DðeÞ exp K0jjx
k  vjj2
t
 !
; ð23Þ
where
K0 ¼ 1
16C20md
with C20 a constant such that jjðslÞi;jjj2NpC20 ;
see Assumption H4, and where
DðeÞ ¼ exp e
4mC20d
Xd
i¼1
jjbil jj2N
 !
pexpðK1eÞ;
where K1 ¼ 14m; see Assumption H5. Eq. (23) is the consequence of a maximal
inequality for martingales. The main point here is that the constant K0 does not
depend on the dimension l: The proof of (23) is given in Section A.5.
(4) Write CðlÞ :¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2p  PðlÞ: As a consequence,
Ex½1½v;N½ðxkt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; GtÞ
pCðlÞ  ðbl þ cÞ  td=2  DðeÞ exp K0jjx
k  vjj2
t
 !
; ð24Þ
which is integrable in t over ½0; e (recall that xkav).
Hence the ﬁrst parts of the marginal densities (compare to (19), (21) and (22)) are
bounded by the following term:
E
Z e
0
EZTn ð1½v;N½ðxkt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; GtÞÞ dt
 
pDðeÞ
Z e
0
E CðlnÞðbln þ cÞtd=2e
K0
t
jjZk
Tn
vjj2
 
dt
pDðeÞCðnÞðbn þ cÞ
Z e
0
td=2E e
K0
t
jjZk
Tn
vjj2
 
dt; ð25Þ
since by binary branching, lnpn; and since Cð:Þ is increasing. Using gkn ; the density of
LðZkTn jZ0 ¼ DÞðdyÞ; (25) can be rewritten as
DðeÞCðnÞðbn þ cÞ
Z e
0
td=2
Z
gknðyÞe
K0
t
jjyvjj2 dy dt:
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Note that td=2e
K0
t
jjyvjj2 ¼ gtðy; vÞ  ð pK0Þ
d=2; where gtðy; :Þ is the density ofNðy; t2K0Þ:
9
Write l :¼ ð p
K0
Þd=2: As a consequence,
DðeÞCðnÞðbn þ cÞ
Z e
0
Z
gknðyÞtd=2e
K0
t
jjyvjj2 dy dt
pDðeÞCðnÞðbn þ cÞ  e  jjgkn jjN  loN: ð26Þ
Thus, the right-hand side of (22) is integrable. Moreover, the preceding arguments
show that the ﬁrst part of the density of ZkTnþ1—corresponding to the time interval
½0; e—is bounded and therefore, by dominated convergence, also continuous.
(5) The second part of the marginal density in (19), coming from the time interval
e;N½; will be treated using a Markov argument. Write
Ral;½0;eðx; dyÞ :¼
Z e
0
Ex e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dsdxtðdyÞ
 
dt
and
Ral;½e;N½ðx; dyÞ :¼
Z N
e
Ex e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dsdxtðdyÞ
 
dt;
where x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞ is the l-particle diffusion of (22), x; yARdl : The term we have to
consider is
E EZTn
Z N
e
Gt  rdðxkt Þ dt
  
¼ E½Raln;½e;N½ðZTn ; a  rkdÞ;
where rkdðxÞ :¼ rdðxkÞ:
Let xs;tðxÞ be the stochastic ﬂow associated to the SDE (2), i.e. xs;tðxÞ is
the solution of (2), starting in position x at time s; for some ﬁxed dimension l
(see [14,15]). Now we show that for any function f ;
Ral;½e;N½ðx; f Þ ¼ Ral ðx; Ple f Þ; ð27Þ
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degeneracy condition the exponent would be worse, and what follows would not be true.
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with Ple the transition kernel of the killed diffusion of ﬁxed dimension l (see
beginning of Section 4). Eq. (27) can be seen as follows:
Ral;½e;N½ðx; f Þ ¼Ex
Z N
e
dt e

R te
0
aðxsðxÞÞ ds f ðxte;tðxteðxÞÞÞe
R t
te aðxte;sðxteðxÞÞÞ ds
  
¼Ex
Z N
0
dt e

R t
0
aðxsðxÞÞ ds f ðxt;tþeðxtðxÞÞÞe
R e
0
aðxt;tþsðxtðxÞÞÞ ds
  
¼Ex
Z N
0
dt e

R t
0
aðxsðxÞÞ dsPle f ðxtðxÞÞ
 
¼Ral ðx; Ple f Þ:
As a consequence, the corresponding marginal density is (on ln ¼ l)
lim
d-0
E½Ral;½e;N½ðZTn ; a  rkdÞ ¼ limd-0 E½R
a
l ðZTn ; Pleða  rkdÞÞ:
Let Ge :¼ aðxeÞ expð
R e
0 aðxsÞ dsÞ: Then, on ln ¼ l; supposing that v j4ðzkÞ j for all j
(otherwise take another appropriate primitive, see footnote above),
lim
d-0
Pleða  rkdÞðzÞ ¼ limd-0 Ezðrdðx
k
e ÞGeÞ ¼ Ezð1½v;N½ðxke ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxe; GeÞÞ: ð28Þ
As before, the term in (28) is continuous in v almost surely. We conclude by
dominated convergence as in the preceding steps of the proof: Since Gepbl þ c on
lðxÞ ¼ l; we obtain analogously to (24) upper bounds of the type
Ezð1½v;N½ðxke ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxe; GeÞÞ
pðbl þ cÞ  ed=2  CðlÞ  DðeÞe
K0
e jjzkvjj
2pðbl þ cÞ  ed=2  CðlÞ  DðeÞ:
As a consequence,
lim
d-0
E EZTn
Z N
e
Gt  rdðxkt Þ dt
  
¼ lim
d-0
E½Raln;½e;N½ðZTn ; a  rkdÞ
¼ E
Z
Ral ðZTn ; dzÞEzð1½v;N½ðxke ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxe; GeÞÞ
 
pEððbln þ cÞ  ed=2  CðlnÞ  DðeÞÞoN; ð29Þ
and thus also the second part of the marginal density is continuous and bounded.
(6) Putting (25), (26) and (29) together, we conclude that gknþ1 is bounded and
continuous, whenever gkn is. However, marginal densities just after the jump, at time
Tnþ1; are exactly the same as just before jumping, except the case that an
immigration density is added, which by assumption is bounded and continuous. We
thus have concluded our proof. &
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Remark. Fix l: Let x be the diffusion which drives the whole l-dimensional particle
system. An important point in our approach is that we avoid to work with the entire
diffusion x: Instead, for 1pkpl; we focus on the marginal xk: Here, xk is the kth
component of the l-dimensional diffusion x: The reason for doing so is the following:
Standard evaluations in analysis (see [9, Theorem 11, Chapter 1, Section 7], see also
[26]) give the following upper bound on the transition density for the whole
diffusion x:
qltðx; yÞpKðlÞ  tdl=2  e
l
t
jjxyjj2 ; x; yARdl
for some l40: In our frame, the dependence of KðlÞ on l is extremely important. In
[9], KðlÞ is not explicit, but a closer inspection of Friedman’s proof shows that the
constant is at least KðlÞBcl for some constant c41: See also [26, (I.1.4)] and the lines
preceding this equation who obtains even a constant of the type ll : Such an
exponential blow up is not convenient for our purpose: We need at most polynomial
growth in l: That’s why we have to work with marginals.
4.3. Back to the density
Recall our representation of the intensity measure density in (9) and in (10). We
show that
Proposition 4.2. Under H1–H6; v/ED½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞ is continuous and bounded.
Proof. Let rdX0 be a continuous function such that rdðyÞdy-dvðdyÞ for d-0; for
some vARd ﬁxed. Then
E½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞ ¼ limd-0 E 1fTnoRg
Z Tnþ1
Tn
rdðZsÞ ds
 
¼ lim
d-0
E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
EZTn
Z N
0
e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dsrdðxkt Þ
 " #
:
This term is treated completely analogously to the proof of Proposition 4.1. &
The following will be important in the sequel:
Lemma 4.1. Under our assumptions on the branching rate, i.e. kð:ÞXa40; and under
assumption H1;
PðTkoRÞpC expðc  kÞ for kXk0;
for some constant C; for c40:
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We will prove this assertion in Section 4.4 below. Then we obtain the following
theorem which is the main theorem of this paper:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that Assumptions H1–H6 hold. Then %m admits a continuous
and bounded Lebesgue density u which is given by (10). Moreover, u is one times
partially differentiable having bounded partial derivatives. In particular, in dimension
d ¼ 1; uAC1b :
Proof. (0) By Proposition 4.2, we know that v/E½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞ is continuous
and bounded. All we have to show is that this continuity persists after summation
over n: This will be done by using dominated convergence and by using essentially
the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. As there, we will cut the time
interval ½0;N½ into two pieces, but now the cut point is allowed to depend on n; so
we cut into ½0; en and en;N½: The right choice of en will become clear in step (3)
below. Then the main point of the proof of Proposition 4.1 that we will use is given
in (25) and (26): this formula allows us to express the jj:jjN-norm of the marginal
density just before the next jump in terms of the jj:jjN-norm of the marginal density
at the present jump Tn: So this formula describes the transport of the marginal
densities by the process during one time interval ½½Tn; Tnþ1½½: Roughly speaking, we
will reproduce this idea and use an iteration of this argument in order to go back to
the initial source of smoothness, the immigration density r:
(1) Let rd be a smooth function such that rdðyÞ dy-dvðdyÞ: Let 14en40: Then
analogously to the proof of Proposition 4.1, with the same notations as there, we
have with k˜ ¼ k  1;
E½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞ
¼ lim
d-0
E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z Tnþ1
Tn
rdðZkt Þ dt
" #
¼ lim
d-0
E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z N
0
EZTn e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dsrdðxkt Þ
 
dt
" #
p lim
d-0
E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z N
0
EZTn ½rdðxkt Þ dt
" #
¼ E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z en
0
EZTn ½1½v;N½ðxkt ÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; 1Þ dt
" #
ð30Þ
þ E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z
RalnðZTn ; dyÞEy½1½v;N½ðxkenÞHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxen ; 1Þ
" #
pE 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z en
0
CðnÞDðenÞtd=2e
K0
t
jjZk
Tn
vjj2 dt
" #
ð31Þ
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þ E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z
RalnðZTn ; dyÞCðnÞDðenÞed=2n e
K0en jjy
kvjj2
" #
; ð32Þ
since lnpn by binary branching ðl0 ¼ 0Þ and CðlÞ increasing in l:
Write gtðx; yÞ ¼ ðK0ptÞd=2e
C0
t
jjxyjj2 for the density of Nðx; t
2K0
Þ and l :¼ ð p
K0
Þd=2:
Moreover, let
U en f ðxÞ :¼
Z en
0
Z
f ðyÞgtðx; yÞ dy dt ð33Þ
and
uenðx; yÞ :¼
Z en
0
gtðx; yÞ dt
be the corresponding density. Then the preceding step can be resumed as follows:
E½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞpE 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
CðnÞDðenÞl uenðZkTn ; vÞ
" #
þ E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
CðnÞDðenÞl
Z
RalnðZTn ; dyÞgenðyk; vÞ
" #
: ð34Þ
Write
Knð f Þ :¼ E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
Z Tnþ1
Tn
f ðZkt Þ dt
" #
: ð35Þ
As a consequence, integrating (34) against a measurable function fX0;
Knð f ÞpE 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
CðnÞDðenÞlU en f ðZkTnÞ
" #
þ E 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
CðnÞDðenÞl
Z
RalnðZTn ; dyÞ
Z
genðyk; vÞf ðvÞ dv
" #
: ð36Þ
In (34), we will always choose en in a deterministic way that will be precised in step
(3) below.
(2) In (36), we went back to the conﬁguration of particles at time Tn: The only
term that may pose problems in (36) is the ﬁrst term involving U en f ðZkTnÞ: in this
term, time is very small, so not much noise has been accumulated, and we have the
same integrability problem around zero as seen before in the proof of Proposition
4.1. The second term is nice since it involves genðyk; vÞ: So consider the ﬁrst term in
(36). We want to go back to the conﬁguration of particles just before the jump Tn in
order to be able to iterate the above argument.
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Note that due to binary branching, for any function fX0;
Xln
k¼1
U en f ðZkTnÞp2 
Xln1
k¼1
U en f ðZkTnÞ þ U en f ðzInÞ1fTn immigration eventg;
where zIn is the position of the immigrating particle at time Tn provided that Tn is an
immigration time. The above inequality is true since at time Tn; either one particle
branches and then is either removed from the conﬁguration or replaced at its
position by two offspring particles, or at time Tn; a new particle immigrates into the
position zIn:
Thus we arrive at
Knð f Þp ð2lÞ  E 1fTnoRgCðnÞDðenÞ
Xln1
k¼1
U en f ðZkTnÞ
" #
þ E½1fTnoRgCðnÞDðenÞlU en f ðzInÞ1fTn immigration eventg
þ E 1fTnoRgCðnÞDðenÞl
Xln
k¼1
Z
RalnðZTn ; dyÞ
Z
genðyk; vÞf ðvÞ dv
" #
: ð37Þ
Write
R1nð f Þ :¼ E½1fTnoRgCðnÞDðenÞlU en f ðzInÞ1fTn immigration eventg;
R2nð f Þ :¼ E 1fTnoRgCðnÞDðenÞl
Xln
k¼1
Z
RalnðZTn ; dyÞ
Z
genðyk; vÞf ðvÞ dv
" #
and let Rnð f Þ :¼ R1nð f Þ þ R2nð f Þ:
Moreover, let r1n and r
2
n be the corresponding densities, hence
r1nðyÞ ¼ E½1fTnoRgCðnÞDðenÞl1fTn immigration eventg
Z
rðzÞuenðz; yÞ dz
(recall that zInBrðzÞ dz) and
r2nðyÞ ¼ E 1fTnoRgCðnÞDðenÞl
Xln
k¼1
Z
RalnðZTn ; dzÞgenðzk; yÞ
" #
:
We deﬁne the following operator
Cn f ðxÞ :¼ ð2lÞCðnÞDðenÞU en f ðxÞ:
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Then—since 1fTnoRgp1fTn1oRg—the above steps can be resumed as follows:
Knð f ÞpRnð f Þ þ E 1fTn1oRg
Xln1
k¼1
ðCn f ÞðZkTnÞ
" #
: ð38Þ
Note moreover that for any function h;
E 1fTn1oRg
Xln1
k¼1
hðZkTnÞ
" #
¼ E 1fTn1oRg
Xln1
k¼1
Z Tn
Tn1
hðZkt ÞaðZtÞ dt
" #
;
and since aðZtÞpblðZtÞ þ cpbn þ c due to lðZtÞ ¼ ln1pn  1pn;
E 1fTn1oRg
Xln1
k¼1
hðZkTnÞ
" #
pE 1fTn1oRgðbn þ cÞ
Xln1
k¼1
Z Tn
Tn1
hðZkt Þ dt
" #
:
As a consequence, (38) implies that
Knð f ÞpRnð f Þ þ Kn1ððbn þ cÞCn f Þ;
or, writing Yn f for the operator deﬁned by Yn f :¼ ðbn þ cÞCn f ;
Knð f ÞpRnð f Þ þ Kn1ðYn f Þ: ð39Þ
Since K0ðhÞ ¼ 0 for all functions h (compare to (35)), iteration of (39) yields
Knð f Þp
Xn
k¼1
RkðYkþ1yYn f Þ; ð40Þ
where for k ¼ n; Ykþ1yYn f :¼ f : Eq. (40) can be resumed in terms of the densities
that are involved as follows: Write
ynðx; yÞ :¼ ðbn þ cÞð2lÞCðnÞDðenÞuenðx; yÞ ð41Þ
for the density of Ynðx; dyÞ: Recall that the density of Kn is given by
E½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞ: Then
E½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞp
Xn
k¼1
Z
y
Z
dxkydxn1ðr1kðxkÞ þ r2kðxkÞÞykþ1ðxk; xkþ1Þ

 ykþ2ðxkþ1; xkþ2Þyynðxn1; vÞ: ð42Þ
(3) Choice of en: The main idea is to choose en sufﬁciently small such that Yn is a
contraction in the following sense: for all measurable h; bounded and positive,Z
hðxÞynðx; yÞ dx

px  jjhjjN8y for some xo1: ð43Þ
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For that sake, ﬁx some d40 small. Choose 14Z40 such that ð1þ dÞ  Z ¼ xo1:
Recall the deﬁnition of yn in (41). We then choose en such that for any bounded and
positive function h the density of ðbn þ cÞ  ð2lÞ  CðnÞ  hU en is bounded by jjhjjN  Z:
By deﬁnition (33), the density of hU e is given byZ
hðxÞ
Z e
0
gtðx; vÞ dt dx ¼
Z e
0
Z
hðxÞgtðx; vÞ dx dtpe  jjhjjN: ð44Þ
We have to ensure that e  ðbn þ cÞ  ð2lÞ  CðnÞpZ which is equivalent to choosing
e :¼ e1ðnÞ with
e1ðnÞ :¼ Zðbn þ cÞ  ð2lÞ  CðnÞ: ð45Þ
Choose moreover e0o1 sufﬁciently small such that Dðe0Þp1þ d (compare to steps
(3) and (4) of the proof of Proposition 4.1). Finally, choose
en :¼ minðe1ðnÞ; e0Þ:
(4) Recall that the density uðvÞ of the intensity measure %m is given byP
nE½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞ: Hence by (42),
uðvÞ ¼
XN
n¼1
E½1fTnoRgnðZTn ; vÞ
p
XN
n¼1
Xn
k¼1
Z
y
Z
dxkydxn1ðr1k þ r2kÞðxkÞykþ1ðxk; xkþ1Þyynðxn1; vÞ
¼
XN
k¼1
X
lX0
Z
y
Z
dxkydxkþl1ðr1k þ r2kÞðxkÞ

 ykþ1ðxk; xkþ1Þyykþlðxkþl1; vÞ: ð46Þ
Consider ﬁrst the parts coming from r1k: By construction of ek; r
1
k is bounded by the
term PðTkoRÞ  x  jjrjjN; where r is the immigration density. Thus, by the
contraction property (43),
XN
k¼1
X
lX0
Z
y
Z
dxkydxkþl1 r1kðxkÞykþ1ðxk; xkþ1Þyykþlðxkþl1; vÞ
p
XN
k¼1
X
lX0
PðTkoRÞ  xlþ1  jjrjjN: ð47Þ
Consider in a second step r2k; which is bounded by
CðkÞDðekÞl  k  ed=2k  PðTkoRÞ:
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Following analogous arguments as above, we get boundsZ
y
Z
dxkydxkþl1 r2kðxkÞykþ1ðxk; xkþ1Þyykþlðxkþl1; vÞ
pCðkÞDðekÞl  k  ed=2k  PðTkoRÞ  xl
pCðkÞð1þ dÞl  k  ed=2k  PðTkoRÞ  xl : ð48Þ
(5) We want to give estimates on ed=2k : Note that by deﬁnition of e1ðkÞ;
ðe1ðkÞÞ1 ¼ ðbk þ cÞ  ð2lÞ  CðkÞZ ¼: K2  ðbk þ cÞ  CðkÞ:
Thus,
ed=2k pmaxðed=20 ; Kd=22 ½ðbk þ cÞCðkÞd=2Þ:
Since e0 is ﬁxed, we ﬁnd some k1; such that for all kXk1;
ed=2k pK
d=2
2 ½ðbk þ cÞCðkÞd=2:
As a consequence, for all kXk1; the term in (48) can be bounded by
CðkÞ  ð1þ dÞ  l  k  Kd=22 ½ðbk þ cÞCðkÞd=2ÞPðTkoRÞxl :
(6) We conclude: Due to (46)–(48),
uðvÞp
XN
k¼1
PðTkoRÞ
 ! X
lX0
xlþ1
 !
 jjrjjN
þ ð1þ dÞ  l  ed=20
Xk11
k¼1
k  CðkÞ  PðTkoRÞ
 ! X
lX0
xl
 !
þ ð1þ dÞ  l  Kd=22
XN
k¼k1
k  CðkÞ  ½ðbk þ cÞCðkÞd=2  PðTkoRÞ
 !


X
lX0
xl
 !
: ð49Þ
Recall that CðkÞ is polynomial in k; hence CðkÞpC  kN for some NX1: Then the
expression in (49) is ﬁnite since PðTkoRÞpC expðckÞ for kXk0 by Lemma 4.1. As
a consequence, by dominated convergence, u is continuous and bounded.
(7) The methods of steps (1)–(6) above extend immediately to a proof
of the one times partial differentiability of u: Suppose for instance that we
want to show differentiability @
@y1
uðyÞ; y ¼ ðy1;y; ydÞ: Then in (30), 1½v;N½ has
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to be replaced by
ðy1  v1Þþ 
Y
ja1
1½v j ;N½ðy jÞ:
This adds an additional factor t1=2 in (31) and an additional factor e1=2n in (32). As
a consequence, in (33), U en f ðxÞ has to be replaced by
U˜en f ðxÞ :¼
Z en
0
Z
f ðyÞt1=2gtðx; yÞ dy dt:
The remainder of the proof stays unchanged, except that in (44), now
Z
hðxÞ
Z e
0
t1=2gtðx; yÞ dt dxp2
ﬃﬃ
e
p jjhjjN:
Thus, our proof is ﬁnished. &
4.4. On exponential decay of PðTkoRÞ
Proof of Lemma 4.1. (1) We use ideas developed in [11, Section 3]: Since
p2ð:; :Þp %p2o1=2; we can construct the process Z in a coupled way with a process
%Z; such that in %Z; every particle gives rise to two offspring particles with probability
%p2 and to zero offspring with probability 1 %p2; and such that at every moment t; the
number of particles lðZtÞplð%ZtÞ:10
(2) Since the branching rate kð:; :Þ of every particle in %Z is bounded away
from zero: kð:; :ÞXa40; we may slow down every particle’s motion in %Z such
that particles then—after slow down—branch at constant rate a:11 The
immigration process remains unchanged. Write *Z for this ‘‘slowed down’’ process.
In *Z; particles branch at constant rate a; reproduce according to the position
independent offspring law %p2; 1 %p2; with immigrations at constant rate c: We have
no longer lð%ZtÞplð *ZtÞ at every moment t: However, write %R and R˜ for the ﬁrst return
times to the void conﬁguration in %Z and *Z; and %N :¼ maxfn : %Tnp %Rg for the number
of generations during one life cycle of %Z; and similarly, N˜ for the number of
generations during one life cycle of *Z: Then it is clear that %NpN˜ by our coupled
construction. Thus,
PðTkoRÞpPð %Tko %RÞ ¼ Pð %N4kÞpPðN˜4kÞ:
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(3) Write ðT˜nÞn for the successive jump times in *Z; Ln :¼ lð*ZT˜nÞ: Then ðLnÞn is a
classical birth and death Markov chain: L0 ¼ 0 and
PðLnþ1  Ln ¼ 1jLn ¼ lÞ ¼ al %p2 þ c
al þ c ; PðLnþ1  Ln ¼ 1jLn ¼ lÞ ¼
al %p0
al þ c;
where %p0 ¼ 1 %p2: Note that N˜ is the ﬁrst return time of Ln to 0.
Write ll :¼ al %p2þcalþc ; ml :¼ al %p0alþc: Then ll  ml ¼ EðLnþ1  LnjLn ¼ lÞ: Then
liml-N ðll  mlÞ ¼ %p2  %p0o0: As a consequence, there exists K0; such that lXK0
implies that ll  mlpð %p2  %p0Þ=2o0: Hence, on fK0; K0 þ 1; K0 þ 2;yg; ðLnÞn has
negative drift. Then it is a classical exercise on Markov chains to show that the
return time of ðLnÞn to zero has exponential moments:
Excursions of ðLnÞn in fK0; K0 þ 1; K0 þ 2;yg are sums of bounded differences
having negative drift. In such sums, the return time to the origin has always
exponential moments (compare e.g. to the chapter on bounded martingale
differences in [6]). On f0; 1;y; K0  1g however, one uses the fact that irreducible
Markov chains with bounded jumps on a ﬁnite state space have exponential
moments for the return times (see for instance [8, Chapter XV]). As a consequence,
PðN˜4kÞpC expðckÞ for some positive constant c: This concludes our proof. &
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Appendix A. On Malliavin’s integration by parts formula
The aim of this section is to study how the constants appearing in Malliavin’s
integration by parts formula depend on the dimension l:
A.1. A generalisation of Gronwall’s lemma
We start with a generalisation of Gronwall’s lemma: Let St ¼ ðSi;jt Þi;j for
1pi; jpld; for l ﬁxed.
Proposition A.1. Let S satisfy the following equation:
St ¼ G þ
Z t
s
Ar dr þ
Xlm
k¼1
Z t
s
Bkr dW
k
r ; for all tXs; ðA:1Þ
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where the processes Ar; B
k
rAR
ld
ld are given by
Ar ¼ Cr  Sr þ Dr; Bkr ¼ Ekr  Sr þ Fkr ;
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
* There exists a constant C; independent of l; such that for all xARdl and for all r;
jjCrxjjpCjjxjj almost surely.
* There exists a constant C; independent of l; such that for all xARdl and for all r;P
k jjEkr xjj2pCjjxjj2 almost surely.
* There exist constants C and b independent of l; such that for all xARdl with jjxjj ¼
1; jjðjjDrxjj2Þjjp þ jjð
P
k jjF kr xjj2ÞjjppC  ebr:
* For all xARdl with jjxjj ¼ 1; jjðjjGxjj2ÞjjppC:
* For 1pkplm; write aðkÞ :¼ ½ðk  1Þ=m for the Gauss bracket of ðk  1Þ=m; and
write BðkÞ :¼ faðkÞ þ 1;y; aðkÞ þ dg: Suppose that
ðEkr Þi;j ¼ 0 if ieBðkÞ:
Then for all pX1 and all x with jjxjj ¼ 1 and for all i; j;
jjðjjStxjj2Þjjp þ jjSi;jt jjppC  ebt; ðA:2Þ
where C and b do not depend on l:
Proof. (1) Let xARdl be of norm 1. Then
Stx ¼ Gx þ
Z t
s
Arx dr þ
X
k
Z t
s
Bkr x dW
k
r ;
and hence
ðStxÞi ¼ ðGxÞi þ
Z t
s
ðArxÞi dr þ
X
k
Z t
s
ðBkr xÞi dW kr :
Ito’s formula implies that
½ðStxÞi2 ¼ ½ðGxÞi2 þ
Z t
s
2ðSrxÞiðArxÞi þ
X
k
ððBkr xÞiÞ2
 !
dr
þ 2
X
k
Z t
s
ðSrxÞiðBkr xÞi dW kr :
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Summation over i yields
jjStxjj2 ¼ jjGxjj2 þ
Z t
s
2/Srx; ArxSþ
X
k
jjBkr xjj2 dr þ
X
k
Z t
s
2/Srx; Bkr xS dW
k
r :
Write Lt :¼ jjStxjj2: Hence
Lt ¼ jjGxjj2 þ
Z t
s
2/Srx; ArxSþ
X
k
jjBkr xjj2 dr þ
X
k
Z t
s
2/Srx; Bkr xS dW
k
r :
ðA:3Þ
(2) Consider /Srx; ArxS ¼ /Srx; CrSrxSþ/Srx; DrxS: By Cauchy–Schwartz’s
inequality,
/Srx; CrSrxSpjjSrxjj  jjCrSrxjjpC  Lr
by our assumptions. Moreover,
2/Srx; DrxSpjjSrxjj2 þ jjDrxjj2 ¼ Lr þ jjDrxjj2:
Hence,
2/Srx; ArxSpC  Lr þ jjDrxjj2:
ConsiderX
k
jjBkr xjj2 ¼
X
k
jjEkr Srx þ Fkr xjj2p2
X
k
ðjjEkr Srxjj2 þ jjFkr xjj2Þ:
By our assumptions,
Plm
k¼1 jjEkr Srxjj2pC  Lr: We resumeX
k
jjBkr xjj2pC  Lr þ 2
X
k
jjF kr xjj2: ðA:4Þ
(3) Finally,
/Srx; Bkr xS ¼ /Srx; Ekr SrxSþ/Srx; F kr xS:
Note that by assumption on Ekr ; ðEkr Þi;j ¼ 0 if ieBðkÞ: Write ðSrxÞ½k for the parts in
Srx that belong to the block BðkÞ; i.e.
ðSrxÞ½k ¼ ððSrxÞaðkÞþ1;y; ðSrxÞaðkÞþdÞARd ; aðkÞ ¼ ½ðk  1Þ=m:
Then by Cauchy–Schwartz’s inequality,
/Srx; Ekr SrxSpjjðSrxÞ½kjj  jjEkr SrxjjpjjðSrxÞ½kjj2 þ jjEkr Srxjj2:
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Write
Hr :¼ 2/Srx; ArxSþ
X
k
jjBkr xjj2 and Jkr :¼ 2/Srx; Bkr xS:
We resume:
Lt ¼ jjGxjj2 þ
Z t
s
Hr dr þ
X
k
Z t
s
Jkr dW
k
r ; ðA:5Þ
where
HrpC  Lr þ jjDrxjj2 þ 2
X
k
jjF kr xjj2;
and
Jkrp2  jjðSrxÞ½kjj2 þ 2  jjEkr Srxjj2 þ 2/Srx; Fkr xS:
(4) Now, apply Ito’s formula to Lt and the function f ðt; xÞ :¼ egtxp; where go0
will be chosen in (A.7) below. This gives
egtLpt ¼ egsLps þ g
Z t
s
egrLpr dr þ p
Z t
s
egrLp1r Hr dr þ Mt
þ 1
2
pðp  1Þ
X
k
Z t
s
egrLp2r ðJkr Þ2 dr;
where M is a martingale. Write Ft :¼ E½egtLpt : Note that
ðJkr Þ2p12ðjjðSrxÞ½kjj4 þ jjEkr Srxjj4 þ/Srx; Fkr xS2Þ:
Now,
P
k jjðSrxÞ½kjj2 ¼ mjjSrxjj2: Therefore,
Xlm
k¼1
jjðSrxÞ½kjj4pm2  jjSrxjj4:
Moreover,
X
k
jjEkr Srxjj4p
X
k
jjEkr Srxjj2
 !2
pC  jjSrxjj4
by our assumptions. Hence,X
k
ðJkr Þ2pCL2r þ C
X
k
/Srx; F kr xS
2:
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As a consequence,
FtpFs þ ðgþ C  pÞ
Z t
s
Fr dr þ p
Z t
s
E egrLp1r jjDrxjj2 þ 2
X
k
jjF kr xjj2
 ! !
dr
þ C  pðp  1Þ
Z t
s
Fr dr
þ C  pðp  1Þ
X
k
Z t
s
EðegrLp2r /Srx; Fkr xS2Þ dr
¼Fs þ ðgþ CÞ
Z t
s
Fr dr þ p
Z t
s
E egrLp1r jjDrxjj2 þ 2
X
k
jjFkr xjj2
 ! !
dr
þ C  pðp  1Þ
X
k
Z t
s
EðegrLp2r /Srx; Fkr xS2Þ dr; ðA:6Þ
where C is a constant that changes from line to line, dependant on p and on m; but
not on l: Consider the last term in the above inequality. Note that by Cauchy–
Schwartz,
/Srx; Fkr xS
2pjjSrxjj2  jjFkr xjj2;
and thus, X
k
/Srx; Fkr xS
2pLr
X
k
jjF kr xjj2:
Hence the two last terms in the sum of (A.6) can be replaced by
C 
Z t
s
E egrLp1r jjDrxjj2 þ
X
k
jjFkr xjj2
 ! !
dr:
Writing Nr :¼ jjDrxjj2 þ
P
kjjF kr xjj2; it remains to investigate
FtpFs þ ðC þ gÞ
Z t
s
Fr dr þ C
Z t
s
egrEðLp1r NrÞ dr:
We use Ho¨lder’s inequality and get
egrEðLp1r NrÞpF
11
p
r e
gr 1
pjjNrjjp:
Using x1pp1þ x for positive x; we arrive at
egrEðLp1r NrÞpe
gr 1
pjjNrjjp þ Fr  e
gr 1
pjjNrjjp:
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(5) By assumption,
jjNrjjppC  ebr
for some constants C; b that do not depend on l: We can choose go0 sufﬁciently
small such that
e
gr 1
pjjNrjjpp1 : take go b  p: ðA:7Þ
We conclude that
FtpFs þ ðC þ gÞ
Z t
s
Fr dr þ Cðt  sÞ:
Gronwall’s lemma yields
FtpðC  t þ FsÞegteCt;
and since by assumption on the initial condition G; FspC; we obtain FtpCtegteCt:
(6) Finally, take x ¼ ej : Then Lt ¼
P
ijðSi;jt Þj2XðSi;jt Þ2 and jjSi;jt jj2ppðjjLtjjpÞ1=2:
This concludes our proof. &
A.2. Preliminaries on Malliavin’s integration by parts formula
In the following, C will always denote a constant that may depend on s and b; on
d and m; but not on l; and that may change from line to line.
Recall the notations of Section 3: We write Xt ¼ ðX 1t ;y; X ldt Þ ¼ ðx1t ;y; xltÞ;
satisfying
dX
j
t ¼ b˜ jðXtÞ dt þ *s jðXtÞ dW˜t; 1pjpld:
In the following we will—in order to make notation easier—write W ; b and s instead
of W˜; b˜ and *s: We start by introducing the standard notation from Malliavin
calculus, see [16,22]. Recall that a version of DisðX nt Þ for 1piplm; 1pnpld; is given
by the solution of the following stochastic differential equation
DisðX nt Þ ¼ sn;iðXsÞ þ
Xlm
k¼1
Z t
s
Xld
i0¼1
@sn;k
@xi0
ðXrÞDisðX i
0
r Þ dW kr
þ
Z t
s
Xld
i0¼1
@bn
@xi0
ðXrÞDisðX i
0
r Þ dr:
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Write Y
i;j
t :¼ @X
i
t ðxÞ
@x j
; for 1pipld; 1pjpld: Let Zt :¼ Y1t : Then Yt is solution of the
stochastic differential equation
Yt ¼ Id þ
Z t
0
’bðXrÞYr dr þ
Xlm
k¼1
Z t
0
’skðXrÞYr dW kr ;
where
’bðxÞ :¼ @b
iðxÞ
@x j
 
1pi;jpld
; and where skðxÞ ¼
s1;kðxÞ
s2;kðxÞ
^
sld;kðxÞ
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
is the kth column of s: Moreover, Zt is solution of the stochastic differential
equation
Zt ¼ Id 
Z t
0
’%bðXrÞZr dr 
Xlm
k¼1
Z t
0
’skðXrÞZr dW kr :
Proposition A.2. Grant Assumptions H4 and H5: Then for all pX1; for all nX0; we
have for all i; k; for all j1;y; jn; and for all s1;y; snptp1;
jjD jnsnyD j1s1 ðX it Þjjp þ jjD jnsnyD j1s1 ðY i;kt Þjjp þ jjD jnsnyD j1s1 ðZi;kt ÞjjppCebt;
where the constants C and b do not depend on l:
Proof. The statement is a consequence of Proposition A.1. We have to show that all
derivatives of X ; Y ; Z satisfy the conditions of Proposition A.1:
1. For St ¼ Yt; we have
s ¼ 0; Cr ¼ ’bðXrÞ; Dr ¼ 0; Ekr ¼ ’skðXrÞ; F kr ¼ 0 and G ¼ Id:
Then the conditions of Proposition A.1 are satisﬁed by our assumptions on b
and s; in particular by Assumptions H4 and H5. Note moreover that ’ski;ja0 if
and only if iABðkÞ which is equivalent to kAB0ðiÞ:
2. For St ¼ Zt; we have
s ¼ 0; Cr ¼ ’%bðXrÞ; Dr ¼ 0; Ekr ¼  ’skðXrÞ; Fkr ¼ 0 and G ¼ Id:
Then the conditions of Proposition A.1 are satisﬁed by Assumptions H4
and H5.
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3. For S
i;j
t :¼ D js ðX it Þ; we have
Cr ¼ ’bðXrÞ; Dr ¼ 0; Ekr ¼ ’skðXrÞ; F kr ¼ 0; G ¼ sðXsÞ;
and the assumptions of Proposition A.1 are fulﬁlled.
4. Higher derivatives are handled analogously: Take for instance
S
i;j
t ¼ D j
0
s0 D
j
s ðX it Þ; s0ps: We introduce some notation: For y; zARdl ; let b¨ðxÞðy; zÞ
be the vector in Rdl which has ith component given by
½b¨ðxÞðy; zÞi :¼
X
n
X
n0
@2bi
@xn@xn
0 ðxÞynzn0 :
Write for simplicity Mn;j :¼ D js ðX nr Þ and Nn
0;j0 :¼ D j0s0 ðX n
0
r Þ: Then we have
Cr ¼ ’bðXrÞ; Di;jr ¼ ½b¨ðXrÞðMej; Nej0 Þi; Ekr ¼ ’skðXrÞ;
ðF kr Þi;j ¼ ½ .skðXrÞðMej ; Nej0 Þi; Gi;j ¼
X
n
@si;j
@xn
ðXsÞD j
0
s0 X
n
s :
Now, for jjxjj ¼ 1; Drx ¼ b¨ðXrÞðMx; Nej0 Þ; and thus
jjDrxjj2pjjb¨jj2  jjMxjj2  jjNej0 jj2;
where jjb¨jj is the operator norm of b¨; which by Assumption H5 is ﬁnite, bounded
by a constant that is independent of l: Moreover, by step 3 and Proposition A.1
applied to D js ðX it Þ; Lp-norms of jjMxjj2 and of jjNej0 jj2 are bounded by C expðbrÞ:
Thus, D satisﬁes the assumptions of Proposition A.1. In the same way,
Fkr x ¼ .skðXrÞðMx; Nej0 Þ:
Then by Assumption H4,X
k
jjF kr xjj2pC  jjMxjj2  jjNej0 jj2;
which can be controlled by step 3. Finally, also G can be controlled thanks to our
assumptions.
All higher derivatives are handled analogously. &
We now recall some evaluations for the inverse of the Malliavin covariance matrix
of Xt; for tp1: Let
gi;jt :¼ /DX it ; DX jt SL2ð0;tÞ; 1pi; jpld;
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and write Gt :¼ g1t : Then
gt ¼ YtatY t ; where at ¼
Z t
0
ZssðXsÞsðXsÞZs ds:
The following proposition holds true (compare also to [16]):
Proposition A.3. Assume H4 and H5: Then we have for all tp1; pX1 and nX0; for all
1pi; jpld;
jjða1t Þi;jjjppC  lN  t1
where N is some constant that does not depend on l; and
jjDs1yDsnGtjjppC  lM  t1;
l#n-a.s. with respect to ðs1;y; snÞA½0; tn; for some constant M which depends on n
but not on l:
Proof. The proof follows classical arguments that have been developed e.g. in
[16]. However, we have to control the exact dependence of all constants on the
dimension l:
(1) Since Gt ¼ Zta1t Zt ; for 1pkplm; a version of DkGt is given by
DksGt ¼ Dks Zta1t Zt þ ZtDks a1t Zt þ Zta1t Dks Zt l-a:s: with respect to s; ðA:8Þ
for 1pkplm: In order to evaluate Dks a1t ; we use that
0 ¼ Dks ða1t  atÞ ¼ Dks ða1t Þat þ a1t Dks at;
hence
Dks ða1t Þ ¼ a1t Dks ata1t : ðA:9Þ
Similar formulas hold for higher derivatives. Hence it sufﬁces to control derivatives
of at as well as elements of a
1
t in a ﬁrst step and then to proceed inductively for
higher derivatives.
(2) Since at ¼
R t
0 Zsss
ðXsÞZs ds; derivatives of at can always be controlled using
Proposition A.2.
(3) We want to control a1t : We start by recalling some known facts on matrix
norms. For a matrix A; write jjAjjsp for the spectral norm of A; i.e. for the square
root of the maximal eigenvalue of AA: Denote moreover by
jjAjjHS :¼
X
i;j
jai;jj2
 !1=2
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the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the matrix. Then it is well known that for any
hermitian matrix A; jjAjjsppjjAjjHS; and moreover, jjAxjjpjjAjjspjjxjj for any
vector x:
Let x ¼ ðx1;y; xldÞARdl be of norm 1. We want to control the spectral norm of
a1t : For that sake, we have to control infx:jjxjj¼1 /atx; xS: Let 0oqo1 and choose e
such that 2eq=bpt: Then by uniform ellipticity, for jjxjj ¼ 1;
/atx; xSX b
Z t
0
jjZs xjj2 dsXb
Z 2eq=b
0
jjZs xjj2 ds
X 2eq  2eq sup
sp2eq=b
jjZs xjj2  jjxjj2
 :
(4) For jjxjj ¼ 1;
jjZs xjj2  jjxjj2
  ¼ jjZs xjj  jjxjj   jjZs xjj þ jjxjj 
p jjZs x  xjj  jjZs xjj þ jjxjj
 
p jjZs  IdjjHS  ðjjZs jjHS þ 1Þ
¼ jjZs  IdjjHS  ðjjZsjjHS þ 1Þ:
Write S
ð1Þ
s :¼ supx:jjxjj¼1 jjZs xjj2  jjxjj2
 : Moreover, let Sð2Þs :¼ jjZs  IdjjHS 
ðjjZsjjHS þ 1Þ: Then Sð2Þ is a semimartingale, and we just have shown that
S
ð1Þ
s pSð2Þs : Consider ﬁrst the term jjZs  IdjjHS in S2: Recall that
Zs  Id ¼ 
Z s
0
’%bðXrÞZr dr 
X
k
Z s
0
’skðXrÞZr dW kr :
Then, using standard arguments (Burkholder–Davis–Gundy inequality, see for
instance [23]) and Proposition A.2,
E sup
rps
ðZr  IdÞi;j
 2p !
pCðpÞ  l3p  sp for sp1
and hence
E sup
rps
jjZr  IdjjHS
 2p !
pCðpÞ  l5p  sp for sp1:
Analogously, Proposition A.2 yields that
E sup
rps
jjZrjjHS þ 1
 2p !
p22pð1þ C  l2pebsÞpCðpÞl2p for sp1:
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We conclude that
E sup
rps
Sð1Þr
 p 
pE sup
rps
Sð2Þr
 p 
pCðpÞl4psp=2 for sp1:
(5) Then, following step 3, we have
P inf
x:jjxjj¼1
/atx; xSpe
 
pP 2 eq  eq sup
sp2eq=b
Sð1Þs
 !
pe
 !
¼P sup
sp2eq=b
Sð1Þs X1
1
2
e1q
 !
:
Write aq :¼ 1 12 e1q; then
P inf
x:jjxjj¼1
/atx; xSpe
 
papq E sup
sp2eq=b
Sð1Þs
" #p !
pCðpÞapq l4peqp=2; ðA:10Þ
by step 4. Inequality (A.10) holds for all p and for all e such that eqpb
2
t (compare to
step 3).
(6) Suppose that b
2
to1: (Remember that we are only interested in small values of
t:) Now choose a value of q that depends on n: q ¼ qn :¼ nnþ1: Note that n/ðb2 tÞ1þ1=n
is increasing. Since (A.10) holds for all qn; we conclude that for all e such that
epðb
2
tÞ1þ1=N0 for some N0 ﬁxed,
P inf
x:jjxjj¼1
/atx; xSpe
 
pCðpÞ  lim
n
ðapqn  l4p  epqn=2Þ ¼ CðpÞ 
1
2
 p
l4p  ep=2:
Write lt :¼ supx:jjxjj¼1 /a1t x; xS: Then
P ltX
1
e
 
¼ P inf
x:jjxjj¼1
/atx; xSpe
 
pCðpÞ  l4p  ep=2; ðA:11Þ
for all pX1; if epðb
2
tÞ1þ1=N0 for some N0: Then, using (A.11) with p ¼ 2n þ 4; a
classical argument leads to the estimation
jjltjjnp
b
2
t
 11=N0
CðnÞ  lN for all nX1;
for some constant N independent of l: This holds for all N0: Let N0-N; then we
obtain
jjltjjnpt1  CðnÞ  lN :
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(7) Since jða1t Þi;jj ¼ j/a1t ej; eiSjpjja1t ej jjplt; we conclude that for all i; j; and
for all nX1;
jjða1t Þi;j jjnpt1  CðnÞ  lN : ðA:12Þ
(A.12) is the ﬁrst part of the assertion of Proposition A.3.
(8) Using (A.8) and (A.9) as well as Proposition A.2, the estimates for jjDksGi;jt jjp
now follow immediately. The estimates for higher derivatives are derived
analogously. &
Proposition A.4. Write L
ij
t :¼ LiðXtÞ j for 1piplm and 1pjpld; where L is the
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator (see [22]). Then L
ij
t satisfies the equation
L
ij
t ¼
Z t
0
s j;iðXsÞ dW is
þ
Xlm
k¼1
Z t
0
Xld
n¼1
@s j;k
@xn
ðXsÞLijs 
Xld
n;n0¼1
@2s j;k
@xn@xn
0 ðXsÞ/DiX n0s ; DiX ns S
" #
dW ks
þ
Z t
0
Xld
n¼1
@b j
@xn
ðXsÞLijs 
Xld
n;n0¼1
@2b j
@xn0@xn
ðXsÞ/DiX n0s ; DiX ns S
" #
ds: ðA:13Þ
We want to give bounds on jjLi;jt jjp based on Gronwall’s lemma:
Corollary A.1. Under Assumption H6;
jjLi;jt jjppC  t1=2;
for all tp1; for all pX1; where the constant C does not depend on l:
Proof. This is an application of the Burkholder–Davis–Gundy inequality and
Gronwall’s lemma: Write
M1t :¼
Z t
0
s j;iðXsÞ dW is ; M2t :¼
X
k
X
n
Z t
0
@s j;k
@xn
ðXsÞLi;js dW ks ;
M3t :¼ 
X
k
Xld
n;n0¼1
Z t
0
@2s j;k
@xn@xn0
ðXsÞ/DiX n0s ; DiX ns S dW ks :
Write moreover
A1t :¼
Z t
0
Xld
n¼1
@b j
@xn
ðXsÞLijs ds
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and
A2t :¼ 
Xld
n;n0¼1
Z t
0
@2b j
@xn0@xn
ðXsÞ/DiX n0s ; DiX ns S ds:
For 1pjpld; write að jÞ :¼ ½ð j  1Þ=d for the Gauss bracket of ð j  1Þ=d; and write
B0ð jÞ :¼ fað jÞ þ 1;y; að jÞ þ mg: Recall the deﬁnition of *s in (15).12 Then
@s j;k
@xn
a0 and
@2s j;k
@xn@xn0
a0 if and only if kAB0ð jÞ:
Hence, in M2 and M3; summation over k happens only for kAB0ð jÞ—all other terms
vanish. Write Ft :¼ EððLi;jt Þ2pÞ: Then
FtpCðEð/M1Spt Þ þ Eð/M2Spt Þ þ Eð/M3Spt Þ þ EððA1t Þ2pÞ þ EððA2t Þ2pÞÞ;
where the constant depends on p: Here, Eð/M1Spt ÞpC  tp: Since summation in M2
happens only for kAB0ð jÞ and since by Assumption H6, Pn j@s j;k@xn jpC  1kAB0ð jÞ; we
obtain
Eð/M2Spt ÞpC  tp1
Z t
0
Fs ds:
Completely analogously, again applying Assumption H6, we obtain moreover
Eð/M3Spt ÞpC  tp1
Z t
0
max
n;n0
Eð/DiX n0s ; DiX ns S2pÞ ds:
By Proposition A.2, Eð/DiX n0s ; DiX ns S2pÞpC  s2p  ebspC˜; since we are working on
sptp1; thus
Eð/M3Spt ÞpC  tp:
Finally, still by Assumption H6,
EððA1t Þ2pÞpC  t2p1
Z t
0
Fs ds and EððA2t Þ2pÞpC  t2p:
We resume (note that for tp1; t2pptp):
FtpC  tp þ C  tp1
Z t
0
FsdspC  tp þ C
Z t
0
Fs ds:
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Gronwall’s lemma then yields
FtpC tp þ
Z t
0
speCðtsÞ ds
 
pC  tp:
This implies the assertion. &
A.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1
Recall the recursive deﬁnition of Hðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðXt; 1Þ given in Section 4.1. We are
now able to show Theorem 4.1:
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The assertion will be shown inductively in d:
(1) For d ¼ 1; we investigate Hk˜þ1ðXt; 1Þ: First, note that by Propositions A.2 and
A.3, for all 1pjpl;
jj/DGk˜þ1;jt ; DX jt SjjppC  lN :
Moreover,
jjGk˜þ1;jt LX jt jjppC  t1  t1=2  lM ;
by Proposition A.3 and Corollary A.1, since LðX jt Þ ¼
P
nL
nðX jt Þ: Hence,
jjHk˜þ1ðXt; 1ÞjjppC  lNþMþ1  t1=2: This gives the assertion for d ¼ 1:
(2) For d ¼ 2; write H1 :¼ H2k˜þ1ðXt; 1Þ: Then we have to consider
H2 :¼ 
Xld
j¼1
½H1/DG2k˜þ2;jt ; DX jt SL2ð0;tÞ þ G2k˜þ2;jt /DH1; DX jt SL2ð0;tÞ
þ G2k˜þ2;jt H1LX jt :
By step (1),
jjH1/DG2k˜þ2;jt ; DX jt SL2ð0;tÞjjppC  t1=2  lN1 for some constant N1:
Moreover,
jjG2k˜þ2;jt H1LX jt jjppC  t1  lN2 for some constant N2:
Finally, we have to consider G2k˜þ2;jt /DH1; DX
j
t SL2ð0;tÞ: In order to handle this term,
it is sufﬁcient to give bounds on jjDsH1jjp:
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(3) We have H1 ¼ 
Pld
j¼1
Plm
n¼1½
R t
0
DnrG
2k˜þ1;j
t D
n
r X
j
t dr þ G2k˜þ1;jt LnðX jt Þ: Thus
D1s H1 ¼ 
Xld
j¼1
Xlm
n¼1
Z t
s
D1s D
n
rG
2k˜þ1;j
t D
n
r X
j
t dr þ
Z t
s
DnrG
2k˜þ1;j
t D
1
s D
n
r X
j
t dr

þ D1sG2k˜þ1;jt LnðX jt Þ þ G2k˜þ1;jt D1s LnðX jt Þ

:
As a consequence, by the preceding steps,
jjD1s H1jjppC  lN3  1þ t1=2 þ t1  sup
n
jjD1s LnðX jt Þjjp
 
for some constant N3:
It remains to give bounds on jjD1s LnðX jt Þjjp: This will be done in the next step.
(4) Write L
i;j
t ¼ LiðX jt Þ: Then D1s Li;jt satisﬁes an equation that can be obtained by
derivating formally the equation given in Proposition A.4. Using analogous
arguments as in the proof of Corollary A.1, using in particular Assumption H6,
applying the Burkholder–Davis–Gundy inequality and ﬁnally Gronwall’s lemma, we
obtain jjD1s Li;jt jj2ppC; where the constant C does not depend on l:
(5) Hence, jjD1s H1jjppC  lN3  ð1þ t1Þp2C  lN3  t1: Coming back to step (2),
we conclude that jj/DH1; DX jt SjjppC  lN3 and ﬁnally
jjG2k˜þ2;jt /DH1; DX jt SjjppC  lN3  t1:
Resuming all estimations, we have jjH2jjppC  l1þN1þN2þN3  t1; which is the
assertion for d ¼ 2:
(6) For dX3; the assertion follows analogously from the fact that arbitrary
derivatives of X ; Y and Z are bounded by a constant, independently of l (see
Proposition A.2), from Proposition A.3 and from estimates of the type
jjDn1s1yDnksk LiðX
j
t ÞjjppC;
for all k: This ﬁnishes our proof. &
A.4. Proof of (23)
Recall the notations of the proof of Proposition 4.1. We want to show (23) which
is a consequence of a maximal inequality for martingales.
Proposition A.5. For lX1 fixed and 1pkpl; for xk; vARd such that v j4ðxkÞ j for all
1pjpd;
ðExð1½v;N½ðxkt ÞÞ1=2p
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
DðeÞ exp K0jjx
k  vjj2
t
 !
; ðA:14Þ
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where
K0 ¼ 1
16C20md
with C20 a constant such that jjðslÞi;j jj2NpC20
and where
DðeÞ ¼ exp e
4mC20d
Xd
i¼1
jjbil jj2N
 !
pexpðK1eÞ;
where K1 ¼ 14m; see Assumption H5:
Proof of Proposition A.5. Write xkt ¼ ððxkt Þ1;y; ðxkt ÞdÞ: Recall that we have for all
1pipd;
ðxkt Þi  ðxkÞi ¼
Z t
0
bilðxks ; xsÞ ds þ
Xm
j¼1
Z t
0
si;jl ðxks ; xsÞdðW ks Þ j:
(1) We suppose in a ﬁrst step that
t  jjbil jjNp
vi  ðxkÞi
2
for all 1pipd: ðA:15Þ
Write wi :¼ viðxkÞi
2
; 1pipd; let w :¼ ðw1;y; wdÞ and e :¼ 1jjwjj w: Moreover, denote by
Mit ¼
Pm
j¼1
R t
0 s
i;j
l ðxks ; xsÞdðW ks Þ j and Mt :¼ ðM1t ;y; Mdt Þ: Then
Exð1½v;N½ðxkt ÞÞ ¼Pxððxkt Þi  ðxkÞiXvi  ðxkÞi; 1pipdÞ
pPðMitXðvi  ðxiÞkÞ=2; 8iÞ
pPð/e; MtSX/e; wSÞ
¼Pð/e; MtSXjjwjjÞ; ðA:16Þ
where /:; :S denotes the inner product in Rd : We want to use a maximal inequality
for the martingale /e; MS (see for instance [7]). Note that
/ð/e; MSÞSt ¼
Z t
0
Xm
j¼1
Xd
i¼1
ei  si;jl
 !2
ðxks ; xsÞ ds
p t  m  C20  d 
Xd
i¼1
ðeiÞ2 ¼ t  m  C20  d;
since jjðslÞi;jjj2NpC20 by Assumption H4. Hence, using a maximal inequality for
martingales, the expression of (A.16) is bounded by
Pð/e; MtSXjjwjjÞp2 exp jjx
k  vjj2
8tmC20d
 !
ðA:17Þ
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and hence
Pxðxkt  xkXv  xkÞp2 exp 
jjxk  vjj2
8tmC20d
 !
:
(2) What happens if (A.15) is not satisﬁed, i.e. if t41
2
viðxkÞi
jjbi
l
jjN for some i? Write
E :¼ i : t41
2
vi  ðxkÞi
jjbil jjN
( )
:
Then we trivially have that
Pxððxkt Þi  ðxkÞiXvi  ðxkÞi; 8iÞpPðMitXðvi  ðxkÞiÞ=2; 8ieEÞ:
Write now Mt :¼ ðMit ; ieEÞ; wi :¼ ðvi  ðxkÞiÞ=2 for ieE; w for the vector w :¼
ðwi; ieEÞ and e :¼ 1jjwjj w: Then exactly as in step 1,
PðMitXðvi  ðxkÞiÞ=2; ieEÞpPð/e; MtSX/e; wSÞ
¼Pð/e; MtSXjjwjjÞ
p 2 exp 
P
ieEððxkÞi  viÞ2
8tmC20d
 !
:
We would like to replace
P
ieEððxkÞi  viÞ2 in the above expression by
Pd
i¼1ððxkÞi 
viÞ2: We can do this by multiplying with a constant D2ðeÞ such that
D2ðeÞ exp 
P
iAEððxkÞi  viÞ2
8tmC20d
 !
X1
for all tpe: Noticing that iAE implies ððxkÞi  viÞ2=t2o4  jjbil jj2N; the choice
D2ðeÞ :¼ exp e
2mC20d
Xd
i¼1
jjbil jj2N
 !
ðA:18Þ
does the right thing. This concludes the proof. &
Appendix B. The Palm-kernel and an equation for %m
We close this paper with some remarks on the relation of the problem tackled in
this paper with analytical questions and tools. For this sake, introduce the Campbell
measure mc associated to the invariant measure. This is the measure mc on Rd 
 S;
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which is deﬁned for AABðRdÞ and CABðSÞ as follows:
mcðA 
 CÞ :¼
Z
S
mðdxÞ1CðxÞxðAÞ: ðB:1Þ
Note that %m is the ﬁrst marginal of mc—as a consequence, there is a kernel Kðy; dzÞ;
the so-called Palm-kernel, such that the following disintegration holds: (yARd ; zAS)
mcðdy; dzÞ ¼ %mðdyÞKðy; dzÞ: ðB:2Þ
We write aðxi; xÞ ¼ ssðxi; xÞ: For a function fAC2ðRd ;RÞ; recall the deﬁnition of
%f : S-R in (4). We pose
Af ðxi; xÞ :¼
Xd
j¼1
b jðxi; xÞ @f
@y j
ðxiÞ þ 1
2
Xd
j;k¼1
a j;kðxi; xÞ @
2f
@y j@yk
ðxiÞ:
Let moreover Rðxi; xÞ :¼ 2p2ðxi; xÞ: Write L for the generator of Z: Then it is easy to
see that %fAdomðLÞ; and for x ¼ ðx1;y; xlÞARdlCS;
L %fðxÞ ¼
Xl
i¼1
ðAf ðxi; xÞ  ðð1 RÞkÞðxi; xÞÞ þ c
Z
Rd
f ðyÞrðyÞ dy:
Since m is the invariant measure, mL %f ¼ 0; so that
0 ¼
Z
S
L %fðxÞmðdxÞ ¼
Z
Rd
S
ðAf ðy; zÞ  ðð1 RÞkÞðy; zÞÞmcðdy; dzÞ
þ c
Z
f ðyÞrðyÞ dy: ðB:3Þ
Write for yARd ;
bKðyÞ :¼
Z
S
bðy; zÞKðy; dzÞ; aKðyÞ :¼
Z
S
aðy; zÞKðy; dzÞ
and
ðð1 RÞkÞKðyÞ :¼
Z
S
ðð1 RÞkÞðy; zÞKðy; dzÞ:
Finally, let
AK f ðyÞ :¼
Xd
j¼1
ðbKÞ jðyÞ @f
@x j
ðyÞ þ 1
2
Xd
j;k¼1
ðaKÞ j;kðyÞ @
2f
@x j@xk
ðyÞ; yARd :
Then, as an immediate consequence of the disintegration of mc; (B.3) implies:
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Proposition B.1. %m is solution of
ððAKÞ  ðð1 RÞkÞKÞ %m ¼ cr: ðB:4Þ
Remark. (1) Note that in spite the fact that b and s are smooth, after integration
against the Palm-kernel, this is no longer clear and all we know is that the coefﬁcients
in Eq. (B.4) are bounded and measurable.
(2) Our main Theorem 4.2 shows that there is at least one solution %mðdvÞ ¼ uðvÞ dv
of (B.4) such that u is continuous and one times partially differentiable.
(3) Eq. (B.4) is not in divergence form, i.e. the differential operator is not given in
the form
Pd
i;j¼1
@
@x j
ððaKÞi;j @
@xi
Þ: Elliptic equations in divergence form with bounded
measurable coefﬁcients are well studied by analysts, and the regularity of solutions is
known in this case. See for instance [25] who proves the Ho¨lder continuity for the
solution of the Dirichlet problem associated to the second-order differential operator
L given by
Lu ¼ 
X
i;j
@
@x j
ai;j
@
@xi
u þ d ju
 
þ
X
i
bi
@
@xi
u þ cu;
where ai;j ; d j ; bi and c are bounded and measurable.
(4) However, (B.4) is not in divergence form, and the case of elliptic equations in
non-divergence form having only bounded measurable coefﬁcients is still an open
problem in analysis. In this case, a well understood theory is not yet known. A
possible notion of solution is the notion of so called ‘‘good solutions’’. Here, a good
solution u is the uniform limit of a sequence of solutions un which are associated to
the problem with regularised coefﬁcients. But in general, even the question of
uniqueness in the class of good solutions is open.
Consider for instance the Dirichlet problem
X
i;j
ai;j
@2
@xi@x j
u ¼ f in D; uj@D ¼ g; ðB:5Þ
where the ai;j are supposed bounded and measurable. Then Cerutti et al. [5]
succeeded to show uniqueness in the class of good solutions in the case where ai;j
have at most countable many singularities in D: However, uniqueness in the general
case seems to be an open problem. Moreover, Caffarelli [3] shows that good
solutions of (B.5) are differentiable a.e. in D:
Finally, we would like to mention the work of Sjo¨gren [24] which deals with elliptic
operators in non-divergence form
Lu ¼
X
ai;j
@2
@xi@x j
u þ
X
i
bi
@
@xi
u þ cu;
where the coefﬁcients are supposed to be locally Ho¨lder continuous. Sjo¨gren studies
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also the adjoint equation Lv ¼ 0 and shows that the solution v is almost surely
continuous. But note that the condition of continuity for the coefﬁcients is too
strong for our Eq. (B.4), since coefﬁcients in (B.4) are only measurable.
(5) If there are no interactions, i.e. for yARd and zAS; bðy; zÞ ¼ bðyÞ; aðy; zÞ ¼
aðyÞ and ðð1 RÞkÞðy; zÞ ¼ ðð1 RÞkÞðyÞ; then (B.4) becomes the initial balance
equation (1):
ðA  kð1 RÞÞ %m ¼ cr:
This equation has been completely studied by analysts, and the Ho¨rmander
theorem (see [12]) gives conditions on A that imply existence and smoothness of a
Lebesgue density of %m: See also [4] for a probabilistic approach using Malliavin
calculus. &
We close this section with a further result: Using the same techniques as in Section
4 and the knowledge of our main result Theorem 4.2, we can in fact show more: The
coefﬁcients involved in (B.4) are continuous and bounded at any point v such that
the intensity measure density uðvÞ is strictly positive:
Proposition B.2. Grant Assumptions H1–H6: Let c :Rd 
 S-R be bounded and
smooth in the following sense: For each l; cl :¼ cjRd 
 Rdl is in CNb ðRd 
 Rdl;RÞ:
Then
Rd{y/cKðyÞ :¼
Z
S
cðy; zÞKðy; dzÞ is continuous at every point y
such that uðyÞ40:
Proof. Fix aARd : Let rdACNb ðRdÞ such that rdðyÞ dy-daðdyÞ as d-0: ConsiderZ
Rd
S
mcðdy; dzÞrdðyÞcðy; zÞ ¼
Z
Rd
uðyÞrdðyÞcKðyÞ dy:
Note that the term on the right-hand side above should converge towards uðaÞcKðaÞ
as d-0: Now, consider the term on the left-hand side above. It can be rewritten in
terms of the branching particle system as follows:Z
Rd
S
mcðdy; dzÞrdðyÞcðy; zÞ
¼
X
nX0
ED 1fTnoRg
Z Tnþ1
Tn
Xln
k¼1
cðZks ; ZsÞrdðZks Þ ds
 !
¼
X
nX0
ED 1fTnoRg
Xln
k¼1
EZTn
Z N
0
e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dscðxkt ; xtÞrdðxkt Þ
  !
:
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We consider the inner expectation and use Malliavin’s integration by parts
formula in the following way: Write Fkt :¼ expð
R t
0 aðxsÞ dsÞ  cðxkt ; xtÞ: Then by
our assumptions on c; Fkt is smooth in Malliavin’s sense.
Moreover, Fkt is bounded. Hence we use integration by parts on the account of x
k
t
which is d-dimensional and get as in the proof of Proposition 4.1,
Ex e

R t
0
aðxsÞ dscðxkt ; xtÞrdðxkt Þ
 
¼ ExðHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; Fkt Þ  r˜dðxkt ÞÞ;
where r˜dðyÞ is a primitive of rd: Then analogously to Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and
Theorem 4.2, since Fkt is bounded,
jjHðk˜dþ1;y;k˜dþdÞðxt; F kt Þjj2pPðlÞtd=2;
for all tp1; where PðlÞ depends polynomially on the dimension (the number of
particles in the system) l: Then we conclude as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 in order
to get that
a/uðaÞcKðaÞ
is continuous. This is the assertion. &
Remark. Note that we need the knowledge about continuity of the density u of %m in
order to deduce the continuity of a/cKðaÞ in all points a such that uðaÞ40: Once
we have continuity of cKðaÞ; we can of course then use Eq. (B.4) which now—a
posteriori—ensures continuity of the Lebesgue density uðyÞ of %m: So this is somewhat
a circular argument.
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